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Implants usually last a lifetime and are worth the expense as it is a solution that is lasting.
The procedure is usually done in two stages:
A titanium implant is surgically inserted into the jawbone and the gum surface closed with
sutures. Two to six months later, after the jawbone has fused to the implant, a metal post
(abutment) is screwed into the implant so that it projects from the gums. Onto this, your
dentist can mold and attach a permanent crown.
Financing options are available.
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Big Bay Dental's Dr Charleen de Wet in partnership with Dr Willie Ritz, a periodontist with
many years of experience in placing dental implants. Dr Ritz has recently joined forces with
the prestigious Implant Clinic.
Charleen Rademan-De Wet is qualified as both a dentist and a civil engineer.
Charleen has over 18 years work experience abroad and in SA. She has worked in different
practices in the UK for 9 years and since in SA. This has resulted in a variety of influences
from the different practices and colleagues she has worked with over the years.
B.CH.D. Stellenbosch (1999) B.ENG(Civil) Stellenbosh (1990)
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COSTS
1. DENTIST CONSULTATION R700
BIG BAY DENTAL, 5 VERKOUTEREN STREET, BLOUBERGSTRAND
0725651588
2. PERIODONTIST CONSULT R700
DR WILLIE RITZ:, 39 KLOOF STREET, GARDENS
021 424 0228/ 021 426 1573
3. PLACEMENT IMPLANT R10 000
DR WILLIE RITZ:

Quick Waffles

4. WAITING PERIOD
5. CROWN ON IMPLANT R8600
BIG BAY DENTAL:
TOTAL R20 000
This cost is based on one basic implant

FINANCING AVAILABLE
Financing available through Medifin:
For R20 000 implant. Repayment over 36 months at R754/month. T&C’s apply.

These figures are based on the placement of a basic implant. There are many
variables, e.g.: the amount of bone available, the situation in your mouth, the make of
implant, the type of temporary restoration while healing takes place, etc.
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Best is to come in for a consultation and x-rays. (R700.00) We can then discuss your
specific situation. There might be other options that patients are not aware of. These
might be less invasive and less costly.

CONTACT US
To get the process started contact us
Dr Charleen De Wet
BIG BAY DENTAL
072 565 1588
www.bigbaydental.co.za
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